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The second, published when the situation had become
worse, was still more repressive, since it specified that
£ only uncultivated or under-cultivated land may be tem-
porarily occupied', occupation being only permitted by
consent of c legally constituted associations which already
possess and cultivate land '. Within these limits Nitti could
hardly counter maximalist c nihilism' by bold social
planning.
The only other possible allies were the Popolari; but
Nitti's training made it difficult for him to understand this
new party which had sprung up like a mushroom in the
post-war forcing-house. His outlook was too personal to
suit the political requirements of the Popolari, whose
secretary, Don Sturzo, wanted to create a great party on
the English model, with a definite programme to which
its tactics in the country and in parliament would be
subordinated. Besides, the members, who had almost all
favoured neutrality and owed their success at the elections
chiefly to this fact, considered Nitti too deeply compromised
by his share in war-time administration. They accused
him too of £ weakness' towards their rivals, the socialists.
During the railway strike of January 1920, when the c white *
unions had ordered work to be resumed, not only had
the strike been terminated by an agreement signed with the
single c red ' organization which had started it, but the
Minister of Labour had left to the mercies of the Railway-
men's Union all those catholics who had refused to obey
its orders,1 The Popolari therefore took advantage of the
first ministerial crisis, in March 1920, to demand the
resignation of the entire government and to lay down their
minimum programme.2
1	The minister was Chimienti.   Nitti was away from Rome all January
attending the Inter-Allied conference, which was discussing Italo-Jugo-Slav
differences.
2	It consisted of nine points, of which the following are the most important ;
(ij Foreign policy of conciliation with all nations, and recognition of the
principle of self-determination; at home, respect for individual and collective
freedom, combined with firm opposition to all anarchistic elements aiming at
the liquidation of the existing social order.   (2) Proportional representation
for the coming administrative, municipal and provincial elections ; political
and administrative votes for women.   (3) Recognition of all class organizations
and their proportional representation on all central and local councils or
commissions. ... (5) Creation of a state examination for secondary schools ;

